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By REUBEN VALDEZ
"I don't know where I am," said
the Rev. Ralph Abernathy, "Mexico? Oh, New Mexico." "Acapulco?" "Oh yes, Albuquerque."
As the Poor Peoples March
leader spoke to about 2,000 New
Mexico residents Friday night at
the Civic Auditorium, they were
momentarily forced to swallow
their pride.
Speaking on the integrity of
man, the Rev. Abernathy transSHOWN ABOVE are three of the :ain speakNew York state; the Rev. Ralph Abernathy suc- formed a cheering audience into
ers ~t ~he Po~r People's rally held in the Civic
cessor to ~artin Luther King; and Reies Tij~rina, a silent, questioning gathering of
Aud1tormm Friday night. Left to right are Chief
New Mex1co land grant leader. (Lobo photo by native New Mexicans.
Mad Bear of the Iroquois League of Canada and
Jackson)
"I really don't know where I
all?-" he said again, but his jest
failed to change the climate he
had created.
"Yo soy Chicano," the Rev.
Abernathy slowly said, and a few
spectators began to stir.
"Yo hablo Espanol," he said
and once again cheers broke th~
silence. The Rev. Abernatby had
A Senate ad hoc committee to
Nevertheless the final l"eport of
Student dissatisfaction was cleared the way for the pleas in
investigate and evaluate the ad- the committee attacks the present found in all colleges, altbough the bis speech.
visory system at UNM has re- advisory set-up, attributing some colleges of Pharmacy, Nursing
It went flawlessly until the
responsibility for the high drop- and Education were praised by
cently revealed that the scope of out rate at UNM to poor initial the report. Heavily criticized are climax of his emotionally charged
talk. He against paused when he
its assignment was "too ambitious advisement of freshmen.
the colleges of Business, Engi- struck
another cultural snag. He
The report also suggests pos- neering, Fine Arts, and Arts and called for Reies Lopez Tijerina.
for its resources."
Sciences.
sible refornts, including abolition
"Where is Tijerina? My yellow
The latter were accused of
of mandatory advisement for all
friend."
Tijerina appeared by the
many faults, not~.t)le least of
but University College students.
podium.
which is what tlre committee calls
William Huber, director of Uni- "busywork" for advisers and stu"Where is my red friend?" he
versity College, told the commit- dents.
said. Chief Mad Bear stood on
tee that only 25 per cent of enterThe committee's major recom- the opposite end of the .podium.
ing freshmen graduate from mendations, including abolition of
"We must stand togther ••.
UNM, and that only half of those mandatory advisement, ranged the red . . • the black . . . and
that do graduate do so in four from use of student advisers in the yellow." Abernathy said.
UNM police reported a quiet years. He said that the· Univer- over-crowded situations to a
The crowd immediately cut
Fiesta this year with only one sity's objective is to raise the speed-up in the implementation down its cheers.
student arrest and no appreciable percentage of graduates and of pre-registration at UNM.
'Iijerina leaned over and cupped
maintain the present high standThe committee's report notes Abernathy's ear and seemed to
damage being done to the campus. ards of quality.
that many advisers know little of whisper something.
At least several gallons of asThe committee charged that the rules and regulations they are
Abernathy shook his head. He
sorted brews were used to irrigate UNM's advisement system is de- supposed to deal with in advisstarted
over.
the grounds by the police but centralized, and as a result, un- ing students. It recommends nn
"We must stand together • • .
there were just too many milk- coordinated. Each of the eight advisement office to coordinate
shake cups for the effective eyes colleges operates its own advise- the eight colleges and to offer a the red ..• the black ... and the
brown."
and noses of the authorities.
ment program, independent of ad- course in problems of advisement
Tijerina raised his hand.
for
potential
faculty
advisers.
There were several fights that ministration or the other colleges.
the police broke up on the campus
Friday and one officer was wounded by a blast of creme de cacao
f1·om a water pistol but other
than this it was a relatively quiet
time.
Marci Crockett and Sherman
One officer was posted at the
entrance of a parking lot near Seiders were crowned Fiesta
the Union, apparently to inter- queen and king during the Fiesta
cept booze and to stop cats from
being parked west of the Union. dance Friday night at Tingley
This officer and Union Director Coliseum.
Miss Crockett, a member of Pi
William Bierbaum spent considBeta
Phi, is a 21-year old-educae ,•able time helping tltudents dis·
}Jose of the beer they didn't want. tion major from Lafayette, Calif.
Now its all over and if you can Seiders is a member of Sigma
avoid the broken beer bottles and Alpha Epsilon and hails from
ldck your way through the cans Austin, Tex.
They were crowned by last
on your way to class you can forget Fiesta '68 and start planning year's king and queen Wally Seis
and Virginia Zendt Abendschan
the next one.
before a student crowd of about
3,500.
Student Help
They received their elections as
Sue V1·ooman, currently assist- part of a special election Friday
because of a controversy over
' .. \,· ·
ant to the Dean of Women and dormitory queen contestants who
Counselor for Women nt UNM, were not allowed to run in the
~~··
will hold the new position of first election on W edncsday beSHERMAN SEID:BJRS
eounsclol" in University College cause they had failed to meet
MARC! CROCKETT
the
l!tltry
deadline.
Fiesta King 1968
and Counseling Center.
Fiesta Queen 1968
Runners up to the queen were
Mrs. Vrooman will work with .Judith Kennedy, a membe!' of
Runners up to tht~ king were, place were Jack Pickel, of Pi Kapstudents seeking assistance with Kappa Kappa Gamma, and SuzRon
Sanford, 1•eprcsenting Coro- pa Alpha, and Scotty Oliver of
pc1•sonnl matters, as well ns vo- anne Norgress, an independent
Dorin, and tying for second Phi Gamma Delta.
nado
from the Ski Club.
cational and academic matters.
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Plea

Poor Are Advised
To Fight Poverty
Not Neighbors
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
Rev. Ralph Abernathy,
stepp!ng be~ore 2000 <lheering,
shoutmg, Picture-taking people
at the Poor People's rally in the
Civic Auditorium Friday night
said it is time for the poor of
America to stop fighting each
other and join to fight the common enemy-poverty and an irresponsible government.
"We are no longer slaves," he
said, speaking of the American
Negro, "but free American citizens • . . and before we will be
slaves, we'll be buried in our
graves ... this is our country!"
ABERNATHY SAID one of the
popular solutions to this country's
race problem is sending the
Negro back to Africa. "Well how
can you go back, when you've
never been~" he shouted. "Africa
is not our home . . . America is
our home! And we don't plan to
go until they send the English
man back to England, and the
French back to France, and when
the white man gives this country
back to the Indians."
"We are going to stay here,"
he went .on, "no longer begf."jl'r
for our r1ghts ..• but demanding
them, right now!"
At one point in his address,
Abernathy turned to his own position as successor to the late
Martin Luther King as head of
the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. "It doesn't matter where I go or what I do," he
said, "because I have only one
life to give. Kennedy gave his on
Elm St. in Dallas, Texas, Martin
Luther King in Memphis . . . if
they were willing to die for democracy and freedom, then I'm willin~ to die, too."
BEFORE GIVING the podium
to other speakers, Abernathy
paused, look to the floor and then
to his audience. "I love my country, he said, "I love America. My
mother and father were slaves in
this country, and I fou~ht in
WWII ... you think I'm going to
give it up now? I'm going to stay
right here and straighten out this
democratic system!"
Also speaking at various times
throughout the night was Mexican land grant leader Reies Tijerina, who called the Albuquerque Journal and press in general
an "organized criminal conspiracy against the public.'' He told
the story of an insect king confronted by a lion who was also a
king.
He said they began to battle,
but the insect flew into the lion's
ear. The lion clawed and clawed
at himself and began to bleed,
while the insect remained safe inside. "I am the insect," Tijerina
said, smiling, "and the lion, thai.'
is the press.''
A PROPHECY concerning the
march was brought out by Chief
Mad Bear of the Iroquois League
from Canada and New York
state. He said his people had
long known that so many would
come together at this time, and
for such a purpose.
Mad Bear was the first of the
speakers to be introduced that
night. He stood at the podium and
began: "Welcome to my country.''
It was enough to bring the audience to its feet for over a minute.
"We are here because it is our
duty to voice an opinion for
those who cannot come," he said.
(Continued on ·page 8)
'l'h~
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Popejoy Lists Good,· Bad Times at UNM

The rough spots and the plea"We have always made a serisant times in his long administra- ous attempt to allocate funds in
tion as president of UNM were an equitable manner," the UNM
recalled by Tom L. Popejoy Fri- president said,
day, May 17 in a speech at the
On the other side of the coin, he
annual banquet meeting of the said,
there have been many reUNM chapter of Phi Beta Kap- warding
aspects to his career. He
pa, scholastic honorary society.
itemized some of these as the
Popejoy will retire June 30 establishment of a medical school;
after 20 years al:l president.
the chartering of Phi Beta Kappa
Some of his most difficult deci- on campus, and program related
sions have been those relating to to upgrading the faculty through
personnel problems, Popejoy said. increased salary schedules and
But, he added, "over the years, development of an atmosphere on
fortunately, there have not been campus "which permits faculty
too many."
members and students to express
~
their
opinions on issues and to
BUDGETING the limited funds
bring
to
the campus speakers who
available to the University also
reflect
all
aspects of contemporhas presented tough decisions, not
ary
thought."
only in the area of instruction
but also in construction proHE SAID HE also was gratified
grams.
by the fact that the University

had been able to meet increasing
building needs, which has entailed bond issues approved by the
people of the state, and bond issues paid for from student activity fees.
Popejoy told the group that it
had been both interesting and rewarding to have had a part in the
construction of the Fine Arts
Center and other unique structures such as the University
Arena.
POPEJOY SAID that he was
happy that he had been given an
opportunity in 1962 to address the
state meeting of the New Mexico
Department, American Legion,
because "that permitted me to
detail the aims and purposes of a
state university in a free society."
"The principles enunciated in
that speech," he continued, "have

Artificial Organ

been followed during the course of
my administration and I believe
that the policies indicated have
been supported by the faculty and
students, the press, and the citizens of New Mexico generally."
THE SPEECH Popejoy referred to was made in defense of
academic freedom.
"I appreciate the fine support
as president of UNM that I have
enjoyed from the faculty and the
students," Popejoy said.
Forty-one UNM students-11
of them juniors, the rest seniorswere initiated into the UNM PBK
chapter at the meeting.
Dr. Gerald Nash, professor of
history, was installed as president. Dr. Jack Kolbert, professor
of French, took office as vice
president; and Patricia Murphy, a
lecturer in French, was installed
as secretary-treasurer.

UNM Press Heod
Will Make Speech

-toe-

Roger Shugg, director of UNM
Press, will be featured speaker
at the annual meeting of the
Friends of the University of New
Mexico Libraries Thursday, May
23.

The meeting, which is open to
the public without charge, will be
held at 8 p.m. in the Clinton P.
Anderson Room of the Zimmerman Library.
Dr. Shugg, who has had an
impressive career as publisher
and writer, will speak on "New
York and London Publishers: A
Composite Portrait." Following
his address, there will be a short
business session which will include the election of officers. Refreshments will be served, after
tours of the new library addition
and the remodeled older building.
The Friends of the University
of New Mexico Libraries was organized in December of 1964. Sen.
Clinton Anderson spoke at the
first organizational dinner meeting, and at subsequent meetings
speakers were Calvin Horn, Howard Bryan, and Stephan A.
Mitchell. The group currently has
315 members.
The meeting will also inaugurate the use of the Clinton P.
Anderson Room. The Room was
created and built to store and
keep available for use the rich
¥ ••~ollection of western Americana
Senator Anderson is donating to
the library.

The artificial kidney is in wide
use to augment a diseased natural
kidney in rinsing the blood. It
operates on a saltwater solution
which is similar in composition
to that found in body fluids. The
blood, passing through a membrane bathed by this solution, is
rinsed or purified.
THE MOBILE unit which was
employed here was built at Veterans Administration Hospital. It
will be used jointly by the kidney team at BCMC and VAH,
both primary teaching hospitals
of the School of Medicine.
Although following the general
principles of the original oil kidney built by Dr. Ginn, the kidney
used here has been modified in its
construction by Dr. Eugene L.
Klingler Jr., an assistant professor of medicine at the school. It
was financed through VA funds.
A SPOKESMAN for the team
which will be using the kidney
said that it will prove especially
useful at BCMC which receives
one of the highest rates of attempted suicide patients in the nation.
The new technique is found to
be useful because, as a spokesman for the team said, many persons attempt suicide by taking
sleeping pills which are not soluable in the water solution customarily used in artificial kidneys.
However, they are highly soluble

Demonstration
Meeting
Of The
Dale Carnegie Course
SHE LIKES TO GO

Slm~
RENTS TUXEDOS
COAT and TROUSERS $6.50
COMPLETE OUTFIT $10.00

s~
FIRST AND GOLD

DIAL 247-4347

CAREER BOUND
Get There First and Foremost

With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your lravel Number is

CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

I
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How To Get Along Better
With People
How To Speak Effectively
To Individuals And Groups
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1516 San Pedro NE

How To Develop More Poise
And Self-Confidence

I

.....,._TRAVEL SERVICEJi/11
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An Amazing Memory
Demonstration

Both Men And Women Invited
No Cost Or Obligation

265-76 I I

CoiD-op Dry-Cleaning
and laundry

2106 <:entrol S:E.

*
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in oils such as soybean or cottonseed oils.
The new technique allows for
a rapid and efficient removal of
poison from the blood.
The oils which are used in the
artificial kidney are similar to
salad oils and those used in cooking.
The pioneering efforts on this
kidney resulted in such units being used at Vanderbilt, Univ~r
sity of Miami and University of
California at Los Angeles. The
unit which was set up here is one
of the first since the original
units went into use in 1967.

Open 8 AM·B PM
Counselor Always oo Duty

Albuquerque, N.M.
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A Special Course Will Be Offered During
The Summer Session Beginning June 18
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OPEN 24 HOURS

105 Central N.W.

May 20th thru May 25th
Any Joan Baez Album in Stock
25 percent off
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I 0 Ways This Course Will Benefit

Men And Women
\

'I'

1. Increase Poise And Confidence

6. Think And Speak On Your Feet

2. Speak Effectively
3. Sell Yourself And Your Ideas
4. Be Your Best With Any Group

7. Control Fear And Worry

5. Remember Names

B. Be A Better Conversationalist
9. Develop Your Hidden Abilities

For the Most Complete Selection of Records

Dale Carnegie Courses

Special Student Prices

MAY'S MUSIC STORE
514 Central S.W.- Downtown

Presentee:/ by
A. Lee Straughan & Associates
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Phone 268-4961 or 296-5325

Girls - Half Price
Open 10:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m~ 300,5 Central

.
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I0. Earn Better Job, More Income

16 Tables

LEAGUES FORMING

Pagel

Your Invited To A

Dr. Nash succeeds Dr. Julius
Blum, a mathematics professor, as
president of the chapter.

U. Uses Kidney Modification

The UNM School of Medicine
has become one of the first medical centers in the country to use a
new technique for saving persons
who have taken overdoses of
sleeping pills.
The technique involves rinsing
the patient's blood through an
artificial kidney which uses soybean or cottonseed oil instead of
a saltwater solution. It was used
for two patients this past week
at Bernalillo County Medical
Center, both of whom are reported in good condition.
PIONEERED BY Dr. H. Earl
Ginn at Vanderbilt University
Medical School, the technique
uses an artificial kidney modified
to use the oil instead of the water
solution.
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By CRAIG DOMME
Immunity from ugliness is reserved for the l'ich.
Education has never been very
well endowed and therefore is not
immune from ugliness. More than
likely there is one eyesore on
every campus in this country. On
some of the la1·gel' ones it may be ·
hidden in a forgotten corner, and
on some of the smaller ones it
may run the width and length.

Poetry Reading
To The Editor:
"I think I'll go outside and see
the tumultuous crowd" said a poet
before the Friday night reading
of their poetry by Don Eulert and
Eliot Glassheim at the Yale St.
Grasshopper. As Fiesta outside
yells in a wild drunken spree,
and cars honk in noisy carousing,
who in hell is going to attend a
poetry reading now? Very few
but those who did were mostly
poets themselves.
Maybe it is because there seems
to exist a kind of academic fear
of readings, of breaking the Sunday church-type reverence supposedly deemed appropriate. This
J~Seems to me to reduce feeling to
its lowest scholarly ebb, and in
order to counterbalance such an
array of odds, exceptional reading is necessary.
Don Eulert, who read first, sent
a subtle spiritual Western mood
around the room. Yet, it took a
long time for him to get across.
The fact that to some extent he
did, touched a washer of wonder
in my own automated head, because breaking the shock of modern living requires higher demands on poetry than ever before,
and more aggressiveness in its
presentation. When one ean see
war casualty figures daily with
little or no reaction, how can
poetry do otherwise, the way it is
presented?
After Eulert read, he and
Eliot Glassheim joined forces in
the reading of a two-sided poem,
but it ended too soon, and it was
coffee that roused us from our
seats.
Glassheim read next, with a
kind of mournful force. The audience, more relaxed thanks to
Eulert and coffee, seemed swayed
by his capturing thought. He expressed himself well and stimulated us without too much trampled thinking. His perception and
psychological insight was clear
and sharp, his delivery strong.
With that and some apologies,
I think I'll split and grab a beer.
Theo Grant

Advisement Must Go
As UNM evolves it is inevitable that old policies and
programs should become vestigial in their importance and
usefulness. One such relic is our system of mandatory advisement during registration. That system should not continue for even one more semester.
Mandatory advisement needlessly complicates registration for students and for their faculty advisers. Indeed,
there may be something to the contention that advisement
continues only because those who decree it do not participate
in it.
MANDATORY advisement is a negation of the University's glib statements that students are solely responsible
for meeting University requirements.
,Mandatory advisement is already an absurdity, a ritualiZ'ed initialing of the necessary forms, and it fast is becoming an impossibility. As enrollment climbs, the time available to students during registration with advisers will undoubtedly fall from today's munificient 15 minutes, perhaps
to less time than a professor can sign those yellow slips.
MANDATORY advisement is ridiculous. Many professors
have no more knowledge of the rules and regulations than
do students-and there is no need, as yet, for advisement of
professors by students.
Under the present system, the adviser who cannot aid a
student may sign a permission slip from him to see his
school's dean. A better system would make the dean available to those in need of his counsel and let the rest go on
about the business of registration.
WITH THE current student-adviser ratio as high as 60
to one in some areas, it is clear that the present advisement
requirement is a throwback to less-crowded days at UNM.
Mandatory advisement may be dead already in everything
but name-most students report that professors don't advise-they just initial slips of paper. Machines could do
this much, and with more efficiency.
IN MOST colleges a professor doesn't have to advise officially if he doesn't want to, and students can change advisers when they wish. What would happen if each of next
fall's advisers gave advice freely but refused to sign the
yellow slips? Would the advisement requirement be dropped
in order to get on with the business of registration and
instruction?
The Lobo feels that UNM's administrators should 1'eform
adviRement policy to meet their pretence that students are
responsible for their own lives. Then maybe we can practice
•' ~. n"at they preach.

Church Support
To The Editor:
To counteract a bit of disparagement for Christian participation in the Poor People's Campaign recently conducted in Albuquerque, this bit of information
might be useful.
Campus chaplains were active
in planning the Poor People's
March and participated in it Saturday. A delegation of students
from various religious centers
also marched under Inter-Religious Council auspices.
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Fr. James Barnett of the Newman Center and Fr. William
Crews of Canterbury Chapel
played a leading role in the organization of the March and the
necessities such as food and housing attendant on the March.
Participating in the march were
Revs. John Baker, Baptist Student Union; Richard Elliot, Luther House; Richard Bright, W esley Foundation; Frs. Barnett,
Shimek, Flynn, Bro. Emmanuel
Kleiner, Srs. Helene and Thomas
Aquin, from the Newman Center.
Stephen Shimek

Coffing U
Information courtesy of the UNM Calendar Office.
MONDAY
• Student-Faculty Association Coffee: Unton 129; 9 :30 a.m.
Law School; Union 231 A-B; 12:30 p.m.
CoUege of Nursing; Union 253; 1:00
p.m.
Student-Faculty
Aasoeiation
Coffee;
Union 129: 2 :30 p.m.
PanheUenic Council; Union Council
Room ; 3 :30 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Pal Pledges : Union 281
A: 4:30 p.m.
Phi Kappa Phi Initiation; Union 129:
5:45 p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda; Union 250 D-E;
6:15 p.m.
Phi Kappa Phi Banquet; Union Desert
Room ; 6 :30 p.m.
Town Club: Union Connell Room; 6 :30
p.·m.

Town Club Pledges: Union 250 C; 6:30
p.m.
Alpha Kappa Lambda Alethia1111: Union
250 B; 7:00 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta; Union N. Ballroom:
7:00 p.m.
S.D.S.; Union 231 E; 7 :30 p.m.
Phi Gamma Delta Pledges; Union 129:
8:00 p.m.
Jr. Recital: David L .. ter, b&llll trombone; Fine Arts Recital HaU; 8:16 p.m.
TUESDAY
Student-Faeulty
A ..ociation
Coffee;
Union 129 ; 9:30 a.m.
Student-Faculty Luncheon; Union 139
E&W; 11:30 a.m.
Student Affairs Committee: Union
·Theater; 2 :30 p.m.
Student-Faculty
As.ocialion
Coffee;
Union 129; 2.30 p.m.
Senate Finance Committee; Union
Council Room: 3 :30 p.m.
Radiological Safety Committee: Union
253; 4 :00 p.m.

U. Students l-lonored
At Newman Center

i

i

frequented by almost every stu..
dent once a day. It is about the
same distance from one of the
most beautiful buildings in the
state, Popejoy Hall,
It is half of an old football
stadium, with half of the old
bleachers on top and half of the
old track in front. The interior
is dead, or at least the shadow
of death lingers in the hal:s.
The track shows definite signs
of once having had a r.oat of fine
cinders, according to the Geology
Department.
The bleachers give the impression of acropolistic architecture,
with a 90 degree drop off from
tlie acute 45 degree climb. They
also cause sightseers to marvel
at the fine craftsmanship that has
lasted all these years.
A noticeable characteristic of
the stadium remains is the ability
to trap and hold water. After a
slight rainfall all the water from
the near-by buildings flows slowly
but surely down the sidewalks
and through the gravel into the
half track. Here it begins to fill,
until it rims the three inch high
gutter and runs out in bigger
puddles, forming large mud holes.
The water fills this track from
the start of a 220 yard sprint on
one side, around the turn and
down a 150 yard straightaway,
three inches deep and eight lanes
wide. Here it will stay, creating
a moat around a grazed out sheep
pasture. It could be called a
swamp in the spring time, but
during the remaining eight
months, sheep pasture is the
more fitting term.
The grass, if you like, is mainly a stopping off place for sun
rays, but every once in a while it
is used for a good fast game of
soccer. The soccer goals seem to
add something to the field, since
they appear to have been made
around the time of the hleacben..
But I know they didn't have
chicken wire in those days, so I
suppose it was a hurry-up job on
the particular day someone decided to make a pair of soccer
goals.
The post-game attraction is to
go out and watch the grass die.
It dies most uniquely. Starting at
the two goals, it dies in a pattern
resembling a two dimensional
footba11 in yellow, on a trimededges piece of green paper.
In between the post-game attraction and the next soccer game,
it is not an uncommon sight to
see a couple sitting in the dying
grass.
Zimmerman field, a relic of a
former Lobo dynasty, is a
graveyard with an anti-aircraft
gun for a tombstone.
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FATHER Lt:IS JaramHlo, left, Reies Tijerina, Rev. Ralph Abernathy, and an unidentifiP.~ aid of Abernathy's, marched in the Poor
People's March. Tijerina and Father Jaramillo walked the full distance
from Chavez park, and Rev. Abernathy joined the march about two
miles from Old Town. (Lobo Photo by Jackson.)

City Areas Smell Bad

March l-lighlight:s Include
Gravel Roads, No Sewers
By SARAH LAIDLAW
The white establishment, clergy, students, and poor people
marched through Albuquerque
Saturday.
Starting at Dennis Chavez park,
the march gradually picked up
more people as it wound through
some of Albuquerque's poor sections, downtown Albuquerque
along Central Ave., and down to
Lomas. The march entered Old
Town along a dirt road.
Many of the sections the march
went through had unpaved roads,
no- sewer system, and the streets
e'l'e littered with broken glass.
0
"It'; lna:rcher said of the smell,
B bad enough to walk th:rough
here, and these people have to
live here." The only spot of color
along one street was a house covered with roses.
Several people started the
marching songs of "We Shall
Ovecome," and "Come on Albuquerque, Join On In."
Children. who had no idea of
how long the march would be (the
route was estimated at four to
five miles long) joined in. Many
had no shoes, and adult marchers
carried the children as the pavement got hotter or where there
was no pavement.
When the march went through
downtown Albuquerque, sometimes a participant would spot a
friend and invite him to join. The
usual reaction was an embarrassed smile and a shaking of the
head.
At one point, Chief Mad Bear
.Anderson, from the Iroquois
League located near Niagara
Falls, N.Y., stopped on the side of
the street and shook hands with
passing marchers. Spanish-American children from the surrounding neighborhood ran up to him
and stared or shook his hand.
One man from Denve:r, Colo.,
started the march at Chavez park.
Before the march had reached
Broadway, a ride had to be found
for him. He was suffering from
epilepsy, and polio had made his
right arm useless. On top of this
he walked with a cane. Even
though he looked close to 60, he
was 33. His one ambition in life
was to have a motorized golf
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cart, to make his job of a door-todoor knife sharpener easier.
He said, "Fridays are my best
days. I earn maybe $5 a day." He
receives $7.50 a month from welfare, which doean't cover the cost
of his medicine.
Motorcycle policemen were stationed at intersections along the
route. During a police briefing,
the police were told that if any
trouble came, it would be from
bystanders, not marchers. Marchers fronn other areas cornnnented
about the police protection. They
said the police were courteous and
helpful, as opposed to the police
in El Paso and other areas the
marchers passed th:rough.
One Negro woman was going
on to Washington. "I been traveling since Los .Angeles. In El Paso,
they put us in the Coliseum, and
wouldn't even let us out. We had
boiled potatoes to eat, and nothing
else. Someone threw a bomb
through a window, and that's why
they wouldn't let us out. That
town was scared of us."
Many marchers who had come
from other cities commented on
the favorable reception they got
in Albuquerque. They were put
up in private homes or churches
and fed the first decent food they
had had in months or for a lifetime. One man said, "I never did
eat so good as I have here."
Rev. Ralph Abernathy joined
the march, which arrived at . Old
Town Plaza around 11:15, about
two miles from Old Town. Reies
Tijerina marched from the park.
Abernathy, Tijerina, Father Luis
Jaramillo and Chief Mad Bear
spoke to the marchers in Old
Town.

The Newman Center will honor
the students who have distinguished themselves by service and participation during tl1e year on Ascension Thursday, May 23, at the
4:30 Mass. Their names will be
publicly acknowledged from the
pulpit.
The activities in which students
have contributed in a noteworthy
way vary from the Social Action
Committee, to assistance in the
many aspects of liturgical worship,
The Social Action Committee
contributed greatly to the efforts
of Vista workers trying to organize and develop the small village of Anton Chico, situated
east of Albuquerque near Santa
.Rosa. They have alao been active
in the Poor People's March and
. other community action projects
around the city. They helped
sponsor Caesar Chavez for his
· engagement at the Newman Center as well as the vigil for Dr.
Martin Luther King.
The Amigos Anonymous spent
last summer in Mexico working
with the poor in a dual effort of
making friends with the people
and effecting some community development where possible. Classes
in literacy, hygiene, and even
mathematics, plus work in dispensaries and for the Crux Roja were
some of their contributions. This
year's group is now preparing

Diamand, Watches, and Jewelry
Complete service and repairs on
all jewelry and watches

to spend the summer in La Barca,
Jalisco.
Many students participated in
the accredited courses in theology
offered at the Center and some
volunteered their services to instruct the children of faculty
members and others in catechetics. Students coordinated special
lectures, the liturgical arrangements for guitar masses and other
services, and social affairs such as
the Cardinal Newman Ball, and
finally, students shared in the
organization and success of the
Hozhon coffee house.

Just Opened
May .18

Menaul
Aquatic
Club
2517 Sierra NE
255-7841
Applications for
membership now available
• Olympic Size pool
(160 feet long, 60 feet wide}

• Large, clean snack room
• Large eating, picnic area

Boez Gives UNM
Concert Tonight
Folksinger Joan Baez arrived
at the Albuquerque Sunport last
evening, in advance of her appearance in Popejoy Concert Hall
tonight at 8:15 p.m. She was acconnpanied by her husband, David
Harris. (See page 8 for press
conference).
Both have expressed a deep concern over the attitudes of this
country's government, particularly its draft laws. Harris is
presently under indictment for
refusing induction into the Army.
Twenty percent of the proceeds
from tonight's concert are expected to go to the Students for Peace
at UNM. Tickets are still available at the Concert Hall box office,
with student prices at $4, $3, and
$2.50.

• Swimming and diving
instructions

Patronize
Lobo Advertizers

120 Yale S.E.
842-1.413
I Ching or Book of Changes
Wilhelm/Baynes
$6.00
Maharishi The Guru
.75
Ramparts (May Issue)
.75
We Are Many (new poems)
Pablo Nerudo
$2.50
Back Country
Gary Snyder
$1.25
How To Stay Out of the Army
Lynn
$1.25
Evergreen :f:1: 55 Cesar Vallejo,
Ginsberg, Pound, Diane Di
Primo etc.
$1.00
Paris Review :f:1:42
Ginsberg, Whalen, Cendrars,
Aiken
$1.25
Guerilla Warfare
$1.65
Che Guevara
Dr. Spock On Vietnam
.75
Loves Body
Norman Brown
$1.95
Meditations of Maharishi
$1.00
Mahesh Yogi
New American Review
$1.25
#3
Revolution in the Revolution
.95
Debray
Marijuana Papers
Solomon
$1.50
(Plus large selection of fine little press poetry books)

NEW MEXICO BOOK COMPANY
89W"IDI'Odc Center
FICtion and Nonfiction
Paperbacks

298-1828
Childrens' Books
Bargains

because you care
about your dothing!
·DRY CLEANING the
Sanitone Professional
way
Model #1662 "Shalimar" •••• $200.

call 243-5671 today!

Patronize Lobo Advertizers
Model #1804

~aron

''Carefree"•.. $400.00

of ]eef

~rrttinq
.

Model #1792
"Coquette" •.. $15o.oo

At Columbia we have
lots of bride ideas.

UNM STUDENTS-

SIZ2 CENTRAL AVE., S,E•
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B em« is signed, gt1est editorial
opinion, not necessarily reflecting
the views of The Lobo.

UNM, on the other hand, is
neitl1er large nor small, and its
eyesore is placed accordingly~
right in the middle. This particular area is centrally located between four of the most important
buildings on the campus. It
borders on the west edge of a
four story, multimillion dollar
Union, and is a stone's th1·ow
south of a seven story, brand-new
library. It is a hundred yards
east of Mitchell Hal!, which is

Letters
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UNM's Eyesore
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Columbia Diamond Rings are hand-wrought.
Only the finest diamonds are selected by Columbia
Guaranteed full value future trade-in.
Free lifetime cleaning and inspection of your
. Columbia Diamond Ring
Free insurance against loss of center diamond or
theft of ring for one year.
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JEWELERS
6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.
(Across Menaul From Coronado)

268-4480
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Ferguson's Lobos Snare WAC Tennis Crown

Coach Joe Ferguson's Lobo tennis team mowed down Brigham
Young University and Arizona
and walked away with the Western Athletic Conference tennis
championship in freezing weather
at Laramie, Wyo. Saturday.
New Mexico defeated BYU 6-3
in the first round of the championships and then edged Arizona
5-4 in the title round Saturday.
The Lobos had dropped 6-3 decisions to both schools in dual
matches earlier in the season.
IN WINNING their first WAC
tennis title, the Lobos stopped
the Wildcats in their attempt for
their sixth straight league crown.
Arizona and BYU were named as
pre-tournament favorites.
In the championship match,
Tony Bu11, Van Hill, and Willie
Oropez won singles matches while

L

Ted Russell and Robb Jones won
their No.2 doubles match. UNM's
No. 1 doubles team of Bull and
Hill defeated Brian Cheney and
Dean Penero, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4.
FIVE OF the nine championship
matches went into three sets, including four of the five singles
matches.
Against BYU, the Lobos won
the top four singles matches and
the No. 2 doubles. match to clinch
the victory. Bull and Hill suffered their second doubles loss of
the season at the hands of BYU's
No. 1 doubles team.
New Mexico ended the season
with an 18-2 regular season record.
RESULTS of the Arizona match
were-(UNM listed first) Ted
Russell def. by Brian Cheney, 4-6,
6-3, 6-4; Tony Bull def. Dean

EDITOR
WAYNE CIDDIO

Scott Lund Dies
From Long Illness

UNM Third in Track;
Cougars Ist: With 9 I Sports Notes

Powerful Brigham Young scored 91 points to break UNM's bid
for a fifth straight WAC track
and field championship, Friday
and Saturday in wind-swept
Laramie, Wyo.
The Lobos finished in the.tie for
third with Utah with 38 points.
Arizona. State was second with
61, and Arizona and Wyoming
were fifth and sixth with 30 and
10 respectively.
The Lobos' troubles began Friday when. Rene Matison, the
UNM sprint race had to scratch
from competition because of pulled groin muscles. He was expected to score high in the 100,
200 and relay events.
THE ADVERSE weather conditions also gave UNM problems. The Wyoming officials had
to hurry and dry out the track
which had been blanketed under
six inches of snow the day before. Winds with gust up to 40
miles per hour also hurt athletes as the temperature hovered
around the mid-40's.
UNM's Adrian deWindt got the
Lobos first points as he took a
second in the 3000-meter steeplechase behind J3YU's Bob Richards.
DeWindt's time was 10:30.3.
RICHARDS ALSO scored an
unprecedented feat by winning
two other first places including
the three-mile and mile runs.
UNM's bad luck continued in
Saturday's events as substitute
Roosevelt Williams got the baton
to lead off the 440-yard relay but
dropped it near the first curve
and walked off the track with it
after picking it up.
Then in the next event, Ron
Eller, a co-favorite in the mile
pulled a muscle halfway through
the third leg and had to call it
quits. He was also scratched from
the three-mile.
THE ONLY BLUE ribbon :for
Coach Hugh Hackett's squad came

in the javelin when Swedish import Ake Nilsson tossed it 214-9
to win by 10 feet.
UNM's defending WAC champion in the discus and favored
Ervin Jaros led the first flight of
discus throwers but the high
winds aided the 11econd-rate competitors and dropped the UNM
duo lower in the standings. Jeffrey was fifth, while Jaros took a
third in the discus and a fourth
in the shotput.
ART BAXTER also suffered an
injury and finished a poor fifth in
the long jump and managed to
take a second in the triple jump
behind BYU's Pertti Poussi who
took firsts in both.
Other Lobos placing were Bill
Utrup with a fourth in the 880,
Phil Kastens a third in the high
jump, Williams, fourth in the
120-yard high hurdles, Jon Caffey,
a third in the pole vault; and DeWindt with a fifth in the three
mile, and a third in the mile.
THE LOBOS also lost hurdler
Harold Bailey in the high hurdles
due to a twisted aknle.
The high of 91 points scored by
the Cougars is the highest ever in
WAC championship competition
and tied the record for most first
places won with nine. The previous high was the 83 scored by
UNM in 1966 when it won its third
WAC meet.

def. David George, 6-4, 3-6, 8-6;
Oropez def. John Fort, 6-3, 8-6;
Thompson def. by Chuck Pate,
8-6, 8-10; 6-2; MaeC!lrdy def. ~y
Eric Baer, 6-3, 4-6, 6-1; Bu11-Htll

•

Leigh's Lobes End Season

def. by Neilson-Baer, '/-9, 6-4, 6-4;
Russell-Robb Jones, def. HallGeorge, 6-2, 6-2; Oropez-Thompson won by default over PateFort.

The Lobo baseball team split a
doubleheader · with Denver University Saturday, 3-0, 0-3, and
ended its 1968 varsity season with
a 37-13 record, the finest record
ever for a UNM baseball team.
Coach Bob Leigh's Lobos droped an 8-2 decision to the Air Force
Academy Friday in Colorado
Springs.
Senior righthander Bob McAuley, pitching his last game for

•

Track ·Chompions
Vie for Olympics

Ex-UNM Player

Scott Lund, a former New Mexico baseball and basketball player, died in Davenport, Iowa, Friday after a lengthy illness. Cause
of death was believed to be leukemia.
Lund was on the Lobo basketball team last season, where he
saw limited action in reserve.
Lund was on the baseball team as
a freshman the year before.
Lund was buried Saturday
morning at Memorial Park Cemetery in Davenport.

SPORTS

0
B
0

Penero, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4; Van Hill def.
Mike Howard, 6-4, 6-1; Willie
Oropez def. Jeff Brown, 6-3, 1-6,
3-6; Billy Thompson def. by Eric
Evett, 6-3, 6-1; Doug MacCurdy
def. by Roger Pelton, 6-3, 6-3;
Bull-Hill def. Cheney-Penero, 6-31
4-6, 6-2; Russell-Jones def.
Brown-Pelton, 6-4, 6-2; OropezThompson def. Evett-Howard, 6-3,
1-6, 6-3.
Results of the BYU match
were-(UNM listed first) Russell
def. Larry Hall, 6-3, 4-6, 6-2; Bull
def. Keith Neislon, 12-10, 6-3; Hill

Dies of Cancer
Laurie Niemi, former AllAmerican tackle at Washington
State, died Feb. 19 of cancer.
Niemi had served as an assistant
coach under three Cougar head
coaches and was recently named
to the staff of new head coach
Jim Sweeney.

Idaho Coach
Ed Cavanaugh is the new head
coach at Idaho State. Cavanaugh
resigned his former position of
administrative assistant to Chuck
Mills at Utah State to accept the
Pocatello position.

Columbia Coach
Columbia University bas named
Kenneth G. Germann director of
athletics. Germann, former player
and coach for the Lions, will succeed Ralph Furey, who retires
July 1.

If you're getting a
little tired of spaghetti,
hot dogs and chili ...
..... we think you'll enjoy having your meals
cooked for you at The College Inn. We take
pride in our food service which offers you
a selection of main entrees, choice of salads
and vegetables and some of the finest desserts
you've ever tasted. Besides the fine food,
we think you'll like meeting interesting new
people, the maid and linen service, private
parking, being close to campus, color TV
and much more of what The College Inn has
to offer. Reservations are now being taken for
fall, 1968.
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Vogue Cleaners
3014 Central SE
Across from the

Lobo

Theatre

For .Professional Dry Cleaning
and Pressir1g

Students presenting ID cards
wiH be granted a
lO per cent discount
to the end of the spring
semester.

KANSAS ·CITY-The first six
place winners in the National Collegiate
Athletic
Association
Track Championships will qualify
for the U.S. Olympic Trials, the
U.S. Olympic Committee has announced.
The NCAA cinder meet is June
13-15 at the University of Cali··
fornia, Berkeley while the Olympic Trials are June 29-30 in the
Los Angeles Coliseum.
AT THE Coliseum, the NCAA
stars will compete for the first
three places in each event, which
will qualify them for high altitude training with an Olympic
group in September and probable
selection to the U.S. team for the
Mexico City games.
The first three finishers in each
of the 18 individual events in Los
Angeles (the decathalon, marathon and two walking events will
be held elsewhere) will report
Sept. 14 to South Lake Tahoe,
Calif.
There they will be joined by
other athletes selected by the
Olympic track and field committee on the basis of their trials performances.
ALL WILL be given additional
tests at South Lake Tahoe by
following the Olym·pic program
for trials, semifinals and finals
in all events.
"Our mandate is to select the
strongest team possible to represent the United States in Mexico
and to that end we will choose the
men best qualified at the time the
final entries must be made on
Sept. 25," said the Committee.
A country may enter a maximum of three men in each event.
One may be entered automatically, but the other two must have
met performance standards for
the Olympics within the past year.
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the Lobos, threw a masterful two- and lost their twelfth game of
hitter at the Pioneers in the first the season, 8-2. The Falcons
game of the twinbill. The Lobos struck for a total of seven runs
picked up six hits and won the in the sixth and seventh innings.
game 3-0.
The Lobos scored their only
DENVER'S ED Monal!:er re- two runs in the top of the fifth
turned the favor in the niteca,.p inning and enjoyed a short-lived
and stiffed the Lobos on four lead until the Falcons came to
scattered hits to give the Pioneers bat in the bottom of the sixth.
an identical 3-0 win.
RALPH SALLEE, the other
New Mexico picked up single Lobo pitcher who will be graduruns in the third, four, and seven- ating in June, took the loss. Salth innings of the first game on a lee's season record fell to '/-4.
single by first baseman Mike McNew 1\iexico had hoped to move
loughlin, a double by third baseinto
a playoff with the northern
man Greg With, and a wild pitch
division
champion of thE: Western
by Denver pitcher Jim White.
Athletic
Conference before last
The loss was the first of the
·
week's
three
losses to Arizona.
year for White, who pitched beauoff defending
Arizona
knocked
tifully in a losing cause. McAulay
NCAA
champion
Arizona
State
finished his brilliant collegiate caSaturday
at
Tucson
to
win
the
reer with a 9-2 mark on the year.
southern division crown. The
NEW MEXICO loaded the bases Wildcats beat ASU 6-1 in the
in the ninth inning of the second first game of a Saturday doublegame, but Denver's Monaker got header to clinch the championthe last Lobo who came to bat to ship.
preserve the shutout.
ARIZONA actually tied New
Against the Air Force Academy on Friday, the Lobos suffer- Mexico and ASU for the champed through two disastrous innings ionship but was awarded the title
on the basis of a run-scored rule
that
goes into effect to avoid a
•
for
first place.
tie
BYU Wins
Before last weekend, the Wildcats were 1-5 in conference play
and had been given virtually no
chance to come back and win the
division title. Arizona won two of
there from ASU in the final regular season conference play of the
Defending champion UNM fin- year.
ished third while Brigham Young
piled up an early lead to win the
Western Athletic Conference golf
championships Saturday in Fort
CR.AFTb:D
Collins, Colo.
The Cougars finished with 884
strokes, followed by Arizona
State with 893. UNM had 899 for
third place.
The meet was conducted on the
~u:th.l "--ilfl,. L'cty I. ,.,,.
Fort Collins, Colo., Municipal
Course after snow and high winds
...~-~,,_.
made the country club course in
11/M inrlnlrlfMI'. ~·'T'J "?r
Cheyenne unplayable.
"''"'" !'it a- ,,, '''".
UNM's Albert Lovato finished
high for the Looos with 221
through the 54-hole tournament.
He had scores of 78-72-'/1.
Other UNM finishers were
1t!P.ll£JU.CIWRC4
Chuck Milne 72-'/5-75-222; Terry
~X4191lrm4112S
Dear 76-77-73-226; Mike Good~&,.N.M.87106
art 77-78-75-230; Steve Saterstram 75-78-77-230; and Dick
Placek 74-82-76-232.
Tournament medalist Mike
Taylor of BYU was first with
221. He shot a one-over par 73
Saturday to beat out tournament
favorite John Miller, also of BYU
who finished in a tie for seventh
with 222.

contemporary
simplicity· ... GOlD FASHION
ORIGINALS

2312 CENTRAL SE
ACROSS FROM UNM CONCERT HALL

UNM Golf Tearn
Takes 3rd Place

Mr.,_.,~_,
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UNISPHERE®
Is The Official Microphone
Of The Association On Tour
They know their microphones arc their link with their audience.
They want you to hear their voices and the lyrics,. naturally,
without howling feedback, without annoying close-up breath
"pop", without audience sounds. Pretty tough test for a microphone ••• routine for lhc incomparable Shure Unisphere. Just
ask the better

t '

Academy Clinic

SOUTHWEST

VVednesday,~ay

ELECTRIC SHAVER SERVICE
ELECTRIC SHAVER AND
LIGHTER REPAIR
210 THIRD t-IW
247-8219

22

1:45 p.m.
Tingley Field-lOth and
Atlantic S.VV.

!

'\I.
; I

!

Dodgers vs. Arkansas
Travelers

Don Perkins of the Dallas Cowboys and Jack Abendschan of
Canadian pro football, both exUNM grid stars, will conduct a
clinic during the third annual
Dogpatch Olympics Saturday at
the Albuquerque Academy. The
meet is sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Athletes and is
open to men and boys of all ages
and to enter one must simply re.
port to the Academy on north
Wyoming Blvd. at 10 a.m. Saturday.

Coach Resigns
Jim Maloney resigned as head
basketball coach at Niagara.
Frank Layden, a 1956 graduate
of Niagara, has been named to
succeed him. Layden is currently
head coach and director of athletics at Adelphi Suffolk College.

·Dry

Rub-On

lnstantype

*
** Zlp-a-TOho Colors
*
Jluatration Board

Loser's Special

Admission
Only

2Se

California Institute of Technology has elevated former as•
sistant Tom Gutman to the head
football coaching position succeeding retiring Bert LaBrUClh·
crie. Butman inherits a team
which has lost 19 straight games.

With
Current
Student I.D.

Hot Skier
Bill Marolt, winner of four
NCAA titles at Colorado, finished
sixth in the giant slalom at the
Winter Olympics, best of any
American entered.
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LEARN ABOUT ONE-STOP SHOPPING
One-Stop Convenience
One-Stop Savings
One-Stop Selection

ALBUQUERQUE

q) {/~""!;;

Open Your Budget-Aid Credit Account
for Shopping Convenience

I

••• Ext. 6 ••. Today for Credit Application
Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
\

9-9 Saturday••• 10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaol & Carlisle

/;;;_,rq_,
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I
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Bottled Brew
Available Too!

*

Rapldograph Pons
T-Squares -lloa~ds
Drafting Tables

(If you flunk, at least you'll be awake.)

LA'N G E"l'( 'S
2510 Central s.t.

Sure you've used NoDoz to help you
stay awake the night before an exam.
But have you ever thought of taking
NoDoz to make yourself a little sharper
during the exam itself?
Well, maybe you should.
Let's say you're one of those guys
who doesn't have to cram like mad the
night before. (Even so, you're probably
not getting your usual amount of sleep.)
And let's say the morning of the big
exam, you find yourself heading for
class, kind of drowsy and unwound
and wondering if The Great Brain has
deserted you in the night.
What do you do?
You panic, that's what you do.
Or, if you happened to read this ad,
you walk coolly over to the water cooler
and wash down a couple of NoDoz, the

Across From Johnson Gym

~'
I
,,

ng as Mexican nners
and American Dishes
Carrying department and Dining room service also.
Catering service to your favorite eating place
Students presenting ID cards will be granted a 10 per cent
discount
11 :30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
Hours Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231

255-5079

.'

-----------

Exam Pill. And before long you're feeling more alert and with it again.
You see1 NoDoz helps bring you up
to your usual level of alertness, so you
don't just sitthere in a fog; it's got what
it takes to help restore your perception,
your recall, and even your ability to
solve problems.
In fact, NoDoz contains the strongest
stimulant for your mind that you can
take without a prescription. Yet it's not
habit forming.
Okay, but what about the guy who
goofs off all term and has to jam everything in the night before.
Are we saying NoDoz will keep him
from flaming out?
Nope.
We're just saying
he'llbealertandawake.
As he flunks.

------~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~----------------------------------~-----
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Listen to KUNM

Baez - Harris Press Talk
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
It seems almost everyone knows
that Joan Baez doesn't like the
draft or the war. And a lot of
people know that David Harris,
her husband, is scheduled to go
on trial for refusing induction
into the U.S. Army,
But few people might know
why • , , and there is a why,
slightly contrary to anything be.fore seen in the press.
In the most sensible terms, both
· Baez and Harris explained their
views and their actions during a
press conference last night at the
airport. Neither believes in the
use of violence-for any purpose.
"THE USE OF VIOLENCE is
hardly revolutionary," said Harris. "And its use is not justified
under any cause. The only possible revolution would come in
terms of human love, which is
something we do believe in.''
He indicated that the student
revolts in Paris are an example
of action that is getting nowhere.
"It's a student versus cop thing,"
he said, "where the students treat
the cops like the cop treats the
student • . .. it has no meaning,
and it's impractical."
Miss Baez insisted that every

human must be appealed to, "not
hit over the head and called a
Facist pig." She also said no
human has the :right, "by his
mother or Uncle Sam," to- kill
another human being.
BOTH WERE ASKED if they
support any of the presidential
candidates. "No," said Baez.
"Whatever candidate, no matter
how liberal be seems or what
promises be makes, is still working for the power and glory of
the United States."
She said such a belief leads
only to the development of separate "tribes," each strong and
apart from the other. "We have
less chance for the survival of
the world as each t:ribe gets more
powerful," she said. "And we
have to start thinking in terms
of the world."
Concerning the Paris peace
talks, Harris explained "You
don't make peace talks with a
vocabulary of guns. If there is
to be a meaningful peace, then
there must be accompanying social actions.'' He said that this
has not been done in Paris, and
it is "a false notion of peace.''
THE POOR People's March is
something that Harris neither is,

WANT ADS
HELP WANTED
EDUCATION IS CHANGING, World"a
largESt edueation firm has developed &
program learning system and is now hiring college studenta !or fnll time summer
employment to present this sydem to
various individuals in New :Mexico and
West Texu. Interested Studenta pleue
eall between 11 and 1 at 268-0620. &-22.
FOR SALE
SEARS MOTORBIKE: Excellent Condition, 1600 Miles. $100 or reasonable offer. Call Rooenblatt, 268-2001.
SEVEN BEDROOM. ol bath home, Including; basement apartment. Located aerOOII from Sigma. Cbl Houoe. Comer lot
would provide uarkinat on :property..
Price includes all draperies, tnany articlea of houaebod fnmlobings. $45,000.
Phone 243-34113.
AUTO INSURANCE too bight CaU
Fam~era today. 12 montba to pu. 21192296.
6/22

ATTENTION BRIDES TO BE
QUAUJY Wedding invitations and all
paper goods to fit yaur bUdget. Six
days ..me., all wortc guaranteed.
Also a large selection af Graduation
S. Father's Day Cards,. party cmd
gifts. St.., and ~ at Gnlham's
House of HAllMARK. 3501 Lamas
Blvd. NE. 255-4989.

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE OR RENT. Smith
Sandi& Hillf-3 bedroom, 1 'li hath. Den
carpeUog. Built-In ldtclten.. 1 J'eu' Jeue
with option to b117, nz& per month.
261i-t057 .... 256-5083.
FOR RENT
NEW VARSITY HOUSE at ttl Columbia
SE. Deluxe fnrn. tmi-twin or doable
becb. $11&-120 inclading utilities. 2423080.
APT. FOR RENT, Carpet, wood pane).
lng, modem !urniahl!d. Available .lane
2, thru August 31, PlO per month,
Utilities included, 206 Jlaple SE. 114%1493.
5/22

PERSONALS
SPEND SUIDIER FREE at a pilar raDChero. UnlmoraYed but pie__.,.. lldobe
hoaoe. artiatic Httlna:, with. JUr.
No PQ' and. no work-tum water on and
oft. Write Box 6011, Santa p.._ N""' KexLADY JANE, love fa many thinp, bat
lint and Jut, Ume prooent, time Luture and time Past. be:vond aD belief
and thought, beginning and ""cling larever new. love fa you-three 'fl'"eeb: same
place.
5/ZO

SERVICES
SW'llUIING PARTIES-or jaR plidD
Pdanarti.ea. Facilities include nrilamiJ>Ir,
Clog, Bar-B-Q. 'I'Ollq baD etc. '1·
midnight, 10 to liOO J>enODS. LICe
Guards Provided. Thanderblrd S"'rimG7Dl. 247-11677.
ffiONING. bachelor band1e!,. mending,
dreiOlllaldng and alterations. Reuonable,
2304 Dt.ke BW. Phone 871-5%82.
SPEEDOMETER AND Tachollleter Repair on Imported can. Elttopeau inatrtunenta. 117% B.,... Jlawr SE. ZK2711.
&/22

nor wishes to be involved with. "It
is essentially an appeal to the
government for more money," he
said. "Much more radical demands should be made on a political basis.'' He said the clearest
way to a program of betterment
is through something like the
Resistance.
Harris was asked if he knew
how many men had fled to Canada
to avoid being drafted. He said
the guess of certain people there
was 10,000, "but the situation
won't be ended by going to Canada," he claimed, "you've got to
stay and stand up to it.''
HE WILL GO on trial May
27th, for draft protest. He expects two years in prison. Harris
said the average sentence in California has been reduced to 18
months, with six months probation.
At one point Miss Baez explained the progress of her California school of non-violence. She
said weekend sessions with 25
students are planned for the summer. "We usually just sit on the
floor and discuss things. That's
why we're trying to keep the
classes small.''
She indicated that both she and
her husband are currently on a
speaking tour for the Reseistance.
She said she is giving some concerts along the way, however.
"We are representing non-violence and the brotherhood of man,
and we are acting out something
in our own lives," she said.

Coin
Laundry

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

that have had thei~ 18th birthday
wili be considered

A MINIMUM
SALARY OF

•
•

$440 MEN
$350 WOMEN

$35,000 In Cash Scholarships
$35,000 In Merchandise
Awards

•

•
•
•

TO THOSE
WHO QUALIFY

20 Acapulco Trips by way
of Mexico City
' Round the World Trip
68 1968 Station Wagons
Boat, Trailer and Motor

and many more prizes to those who excell in their work

FOR INTERVIEW AND INFORMATION
CALL 242-1609
All inquiries should be made between 9 a.m. and 2 p.m.

t

Italian-made

reg.
$369

$348

• 6.5 hp, 2 cycle engine
• 4-speed gear box
• heel-and-toe shifting
• front and rear brakes
• hand throttle
• up to 120 mpg
• midnight blue or apple red
Ask about Wards
Young· Adult Credit Plan

'3

3404 Constitution N.E.
Near Carlisle

~

-
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of College Men
and Women

Change Available
At All Times
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the Insurance Needs

Study & Wash
New Washers
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From Coast to Coast

Fidelity Onion Life

Open 24

.

In

Person
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Concert

May 20--8:15

{m) Popejoy HaU
Reserved Seats $5.00, $4.00, $3.00
UNM Students $4.00, $3.00, $2.50
Sponsored by Students For Peace

Looking for a parking place?
Walking after you•ve found one?

Albuquerque Transit Buses cover all parts of the City and
will let you off at several points on Central between
Girard and University. The MEDICAL ARTS route actually cuts across campus; Roma to University to Lomas to
Stanford.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

EXICO

v. 7/Y-.o./ l'f

' !

125 cc
motorcycle

If you have temporarily discontinued
your education until fall and
if you are available immediately
we can offer you interesting

W
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TAKE
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SAVEl
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Our Seventy-first Year of Editorial Freedom

90 Winrock Center - 298-1831

AAA-1 COMPANY
HAS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FOR
MEN and WOMEN 18 to 25
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Poor Advised •• •
(Continued from page 1)
"It is time for the American
Indian to come to the front, because he has been eitting too
long.''
MAD BEAR ATACKED the
U.S. Government for breaking its
treatiee with the Indians. One
such treaty was signed with the
Seneca Indians by George Washington, and guaranteed them
their land ''for as long as the
grass grows green and the river
flows free.'' But Mad Bear said
the treaty was broken in the
1960's, along with others affecting
Indian tribes across the nation.
The rally concluded in a revivallike atmosphere generated by the
speeebee of both Abernathy and
his secretary. A call for donations was made, and they came
giving nearly $2000 cash, ehecks,
rings, watches, and jewelry. "It's
beautiful • • • it's beautiful said
Abernathy's secretary.

.t>RONADo

PATRONIZE THE ALBUQUERQUE TRANSIT SYSTEM

NEW MEXICO l~OBO
Subscription Rates- $4.50 per year
$2.25 per semester

Lock Gets Jailed
On Draft Charge,
Released on Bond
New Mexico Resistance leader
Larry Lack was arrested by the
F.B.I. in New Orleans Monday
for refusal to submit to induction
and to report for a physical examination.
He was also charged for not
having a draft card. Lack was
the organizer of the New Mexico
Resistance and was in New Orleans to testify in the trial of H.
Rap Brown.
Lack was subpoenaed by the
government to testfy as a witness
for the prosecution, Before coming to New Mexico he had worked
for the Los .Angeles Free Press
where he published an interview
with Brown. He was to testify
about Brown's comments in the
article.
Lack was released from testimony by the U.S. attorneys in the
case and then served with a warrant for his arrest on draft evasion charges by the F.B.I.
Local Resistance leaders charged that the arrest was "simply
a move to get him out of New
Mexico. They're afraid to arrest
him here," they said.
Lack will be araigned in Baltimore today upon arrival there.
Bond has been set at $2,400, according to New Mexico Resistance
leaders whom Lack contacted
after his arrest.
According to United Press International, U.S. Commissioner
Fritz Windhorst said Lack had
been free on $250 bond Monday.
Lack began organizing the Re.;
sistance in New Mexico at the
first of the spring semester here.
That effort culminated in the
large anti-draft demonstration
staged before the Albuquerque
induction center April 2. More
than 200 persons gathered for
that protest.
Lack's commitment to the
ideals of Resistance came after
he interviewed the founder of the
Resistance, David Harris, fol' the
L.A. Free Press. Since that time
he has been active in the organization, participating in such demonstrations as the Century City
protest in Los Angeles last summer.

Senate to Better
Course Appraisal
States Jim Dines
Jim Dines, ASUNM president,
said today that the Student Senate would take definite steps toward getting out a fair and comp r e h en s i v e course evaluation
guide by the fall of '6!J, hue said
that faculty cooperation would be
a critical factor in doing so.
The faculty, by a hand vote two
months ago, had voted against
further cooperation with the student body for course evaluation
because of the failings of Insight
'68.
It failed to present a fait· appraisal of instructors and their
courses, :failed so remarlmbly that
it alienated even those instructors
(Continued on page 2)

·-·
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Problems of U.S.
Are Woy of Life
Soy 2Resistors
By ALLEN BUCHANAN
David Harris, speaking on the
mall yesterday with his wife,
Joan Baez, said that all men are
brothers and should choose to
stand together rather than separate under a flag or a notion of
nation.
He insisted that the problems
within this country cannot be
pinned on any politician. "What
we see going on today is an extension of what the American way
of life has become," he said, " ...
a way of life that spreads death,
destruction, and misery throughout the world.''
Also speaking was Ira Sandpearl, head of the institute for
non-violence in California.

DAVID HARRIS, a founder of the nation-wide
Resistance to the draft, speaks his piece w about
600 UNM students on the mall. Harris attempted
to explain his philosophy of non-violence and
brotherhood and then fielded questions with his

wife, Joan Baez, and the director of her non-violent institute, Ira Sandpearl. The trio held forth
hom 1 p.m. until al56iit 2:30'p.rii;~lreSday, leaving then to fly on to their next speaking date for
the Resistance. (Lobo Photo by Burton)

By Students

U. Advisors Ranked Low
Students queried here yesterday ranked UNM advisors low.
The questions was, "How do
you feel about the advisor system and what has been its effect
on you?" Most of the students
preferred not to have their names
appear in The Lobo. One said,
"You can get in trouble around
here for a lot less.''
The answers:
A UNIVERSITY College freshman said his first semester advisor was no help at all. "My
advisor for this semester is good.
I can see him most anytime and
he has the answers to my questions," he said.
A graduate student said, "They
really goofed me up. I had some
deficiencies to make up and they
never gave me any information
on how to go about it. I got most
of my information from other
students."

ANOTHER UNIVERSITY College freshman said, "Sometimes
you feel they don't have time for
you. I have a sister in school here
and she helps me solve my problems.''
A senior in biology said, "You
do a lot of harm by having an
advisor who doesn't know what
he's talking about. Freshman advisors son't even know the requirements for Arts and Sciences
or if they do, they are not giving
out the information. The biology
department advisors are good.''
A JUNIOR IN medical technology said she sees her advisor

only at registration. "They neither hurt nor help me," she said.
A sophomore in biology said
an advisor loused up his schedule
pretty badly during his freshman year. "There are some good
ones," he said.
A RECENT GRADUATE said
that anyone who listens to an advisor should have his head examined. "Work out your program
and just let him initial it-that's
what they're for," he said.
A junior in economics laughed
when asked about his advisor. "I
see him at registration for as
(Continued on page 2)

MISS BAEZ said that American youth have been raised on
two levels. One is to learn that it
is "nice to be nice, and be gentle,
loving, and grow up to be Good
Joes.''
"But then the nation state
moves in," she went on, "asking
that the young males sacrifice
everything . . . religion, family,
. . • all for the nation state.''
Harris attacked the government as an "expression of the
people's mentality in this country. It is not a power elite . • .
and to engage in the same thing,
but under a different flag, is useless.''
CONCERNING THE IDEA of
a free man, he said that one
cannot be free when he carries a
draft card. "And you can't be a
free man by simply staying out
of jail," he added. "Fmedom relates to the person's own capacity
as a human being."
He also spoke of a person's
ability to "liberate" others, even '· •
those he might consider his enemy.
"You don't liberate them by
shooting them," he said, "but by
affirming their own humanity.''

Local Speakers

Riots in America
To Be Discussed
Are you concerned about riots
in America? ATe you interested in
what the U.S. Riot Commission
Report has to say?
The public is invited to a free
discussion of the commission's
report, to be held at 8:15 p.m.
Thursday at the Kiva.
Sponsoring t1JC discussion is the
UNM Co 11 e g e of Education.
Speakers will be Professor Dorothy Cline of the UNM Departm~nt of Political Science; Deputy
Chief James LaRue of the Albuquerque Police Department; Paul
Phillips, lawyer; and Professor
Albert W. Vogel of the College of
education.

"I SPEAK on the assumption
of what you and I have as tools,"
said Harris, "tools beyond any
political strategy. What we possess is a life, and what matters is
how you live that life from day
to day.''
He complained that the lives of
young men in this country are
"the property of the state.'' And
the draft card "is a pledge uF•
murder for the state, when and
where it decides.''
The draft card teaches a way
of thinking, he claimed, one
which imposes a pattern of fear
on the life of the owner. "That
fear is a trap, a cage, and an oppression that men have been bound
in," he said. "And the roots of
America's blindness to its own
murder and destruction aTe placed in fear . . • I think it's time
to take a step out of that fear.''

THERE :WERE many cameras at the Baez-Harris rally on the mall
Tuesday, but this unidentified photographer seemed to be more interested in the faces in the crowd than in the celebrities at the microphones. After shooting several rolls of film of the crowd, he left the
mall through the Union, (Lobo Photos by Burton)

AT TIMES, Hanis was pressured to give an explanation of
his idea of defense. "If you wish
to defend freedom," he said, "you
must first be free. If you want to
defend humanity, you must first
be humane ..• that is a meaningful notion of defense.''
Speaking of the Resistance,
Harris explained: "We choose to
live in the message of brothe:t·hood. Each life is a brick, constructing a new house for man
, •• one that is without misery.''

